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the course wont be offering the coursework itself until next fall (after
everyone takes the course), but we will have a contest to have the

best blog post on the blog. the contest will involve a prize for the best
post (donated by offensive security) and bragging rights to the top of

the leaderboard. one final thing. you may have noticed that i
mentioned several times that offensive security offers this course as a
video course. i hope you find that its much easier to consume a video,

but i will mention that there are some great benefits to the more
traditional classroom format. if you are attending the course, you will
be given some pre-study materials to help you prepare. the first day

of class will be devoted to reviewing those materials as well as getting
you up to speed on the course itself. the second day of class will be

devoted to executing the exercises, but you will need to be prepared
to do a dry-run on each exercise at least a few times. this ensures
youre not wasting your time when you get to the live lab. you have
been given access to all the materials from the course. you will be

asked to do everything we do in class and the lab. if you do not have
the lab access, you will need to work on your own. you will be required
to create a script that will solve each exercise given to you. the script
will be the equivalent of the lab exercises. your lab is yours to do what
you want, but we strongly encourage you to take advantage of the lab

hours. we will review any work you submit, but you are welcome to
submit any work in any format. the final step in this section is to score

the exam using the exam engine. the exam engine is a great free
service that you can use to take your owasp test or the exam for this
course. youll find that the exam engine is quite simple to use and has

an easy to follow interface. you can configure all sorts of response
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options and display options and the score engine will give you a score
based on the configuration you choose. if you have the skills to score

your own exam, you can also get your own custom score for $20,
which is a great option.
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the rest of the course is dedicated to walking you through how to
create and deploy a backdoor using the tools that youve learned. its

pretty much a walk through of how to create a backdoor using a given
backdoor model and how to deploy it. there are usually several

techniques available in each of the models, so youll need to pick the
one thats most effective for you and write it up. ive made plenty of
mistakes along the way, but this was one of the biggest. my goal in

writing this course was to be really clear about the specific concepts i
was teaching. i wasnt aware of the online quiz i had put on my site

until i was preparing for the oscp review. while i figured out how to get
it to work, i had no idea what the score was or how it was calculated.
to make matters worse, my first attempt at the quiz was a 2 out of 10
or worse (now i know how i did). so its a big ol quiz at the end of the
course. this is a textbook case where i could have added a section to
the course to mention the quiz, but i felt like the quizzes purpose was
to help you practice for the exam. in any event, after youve learned
everything from the course, it should be fairly easy to answer the

questions. and im glad i wrote the quiz because i know that i wouldn’t
have felt confident enough with the material to write the answer to

the questions on my own. i got a 30/30 on the course and i’m proud of
that. that kind of score is typical of those who have reached a level of
mastery with the material. if youve ever been interested in earning an
oscp, i can suggest a practice exam similar to the one i used. for more

detailed information, you can also check out the official pwb v 30
contest. 5ec8ef588b
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